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Scarlet Heroes is an old-school tabletop role-playing game designed to provide classic sword and 
sorcery gaming for one player and one game master. Unlike most other RPGs, Scarlet Heroes is 
built to support one-on-one play, with no need for a full-fledged party of adventurers to provide 
an evening’s entertainment. Whether for a spouse, kid, curious friend, or just as an alternative to 
boardgames for those nights when only one or two friends can make it to the gaming session, Scarlet 
Heroes gives you the tools for good old-fashioned skull-cracking adventure.

Scarlet Heroes can be used both as a stand-alone RPG and as an overlay over your favorite 
old-school game to make its adventures playable for single PCs or very small groups. It shares the 
same classic statistics and basic game mechanisms as these old-school favorites, but by changing 
the interpretation of these numbers it makes it possible for a single courageous adventurer to dare 
perils that would otherwise threaten a half-dozen freebooters. With Scarlet Heroes a GM can pull 
out a favorite module, grab a convenient friend, and a have a full night’s adventure with no tweaking, 
alteration, or adjustment of the material needed.

The Scarlet Heroes Quickstart provides you with the basic rules of the game and guidelines for 
making new heroes. You’ll also find tools for building basic “dungeon crawl” adventures, a collection 
of suitable foes, and a select number of treasures and eldritch items appropriate for a budding hero’s 
avarice. You can use this booklet alone to play a game with a friend, and no additional material is 
required. Also, if you have a favorite module from a classic old-school game, you could use the rules 
in this booklet to run it for a single hero with little or no modification.

For those new to role-playing games, all you need are a friend, pencil and paper, and a set of 
polyhedral gaming dice. The latter are widely available online or as a smartphone app. One each 
of the twelve, four, and twenty-sided dice, two of the eight and ten-sided, and four of the six-sided 
should be plenty to begin play.

the gaMe
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The crimson mist churns a hundred miles from shore, red with the blood of a butchered world. Here in 
the Sunset Isles the last fragments of humanity struggle to withstand the fury of the native Shou and the 
corruption within their own divided ranks. Hard-eyed men and women brood in the waterfront dives and 
shabby tea houses, selling their swords for a few bright coins or the promise of a dead man’s treasures. In 
the wilderness, the lost cities of vanished empires and fallen races lie deep within the jungle shroud, and the 
desperate efforts of colonists and refugees strain to contain the horrors that threaten them on every side.

It is a time for legends. It is a time for fearless warriors and eldritch adepts to rise from this hard-pressed 
people and defend them from the nightmare that threatens to engulf them all. The wealth of ages awaits 
those steely souls with the courage to cast down the guardians and break the vaults of the festering dead. 
A new world struggles to be born from the red ruin of the old. It is in need of scarlet heroes.

For three hundred years the remnants of this world’s humanity have found shelter in the archi-
pelago of the Sunset Isles. This vast network of islands stretches from the great icy isle of Aktau in 
the north, with its brash Skandr traders and pirates, to hot, humid Ektau in the south, where the 
Mandarin of Xian yet rules over the greatest and most prosperous land in the Isles. Between these 
two great islands are countless smaller fragments of land, many of them wholly unknown to sages.

These exiles were driven to the Isles by the Red Tide, a terrible wall of mist and demons that 
rolled from the sea to swallow the whole world some three centuries ago. The Archmage Lammach, 
greatest seer of the Ninefold Celestial Empire, led a refugee fleet composed of innumerable cargo 
ships, trader-boats, and fishing smacks from the ports of all the world to this last refuge in the 
Sunset Isles, this one spray of islands where the Red Tide could not reach. None know the reason 
for this sanctuary, but it has held fast for fifteen generations, and men pray that it will hold forever.

The Sunset Isles were not uninhabited, however. The native Shou had jealously held these lands 
for as long as men knew them. This manlike race of hunters, warriors, and savage witch-priestesses 
fought constantly among their myriad tribes, and it was only this disunion that allowed the refugees 
to cut out a new homeland from the Isles. Yet nine generations ago the Witch-Queen Agrahti forged 
the quarreling tribes into a single great horde that lapped the very walls of Xian with their fury before 
a band of heroes succeeded in a suicidal bid to trap and slay her. Many great cities were destroyed 
in the fury of the Ravaging, and even now the western provinces are dotted with the ruins of men.

The blood was not all shed between man and Shou. Many terrible bargains and grim choices 
were made during the Ravaging, acts of desperation done to survive the impending doom. In the 
south, the amber walls of Tien Lung were stained with the blood of men and women sacrificed by 
their sorcerous overlords. Ulric Thancmar, Enlightened Sage of the Academy of Refulgent Wisdom, 
rules there now, the greatest of the brutal blood mages. In the north, the city of Kitaminato groans 
beneath the Shogun of Hell, the former Archmage Rai. His Red Jade Templars bring the worship of 
the Hell Kings on the edge of their blades, and they gaze hungrily at the borders of distracted Xian. 
Only in the west are the old allegiances remembered, and the city of Hohnberg still counts itself 
an ally to Xian. The grim and pious pikemen of that distant city are hard-pressed by the mountain 
Shou, however, and there is little they can do to aid their onetime lords in the east.

And all the while, there lurks the peril of the Red Tide. While the crimson mist holds back from 
the shores of the Isles, strange red dreams infect the weak-minded and urge them to unholy rites of 
propitiation. These Tide Cults threaten to open the way to tendrils of the red fog and the abominable 
Tidespawn that come with the mist. The magistrates and officials of the east struggle to conceal the 
extent of the cult’s growth, lest the common people be driven into a frenzy of panic.

The Sunset Isles are in need of heroes. They need men and women with the courage and steel to 
drive back the black sorcery and red schemes of the wicked. Is there yet time to find them?

the worLD of the reD tiDe
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roLL your six attributes
Six attributes describe your hero’s basic aptitudes, each ranging from 3 to 18. Low scores mean 

that your hero is noticeably weak in that quality, while high scores indicate an uncommon gift in that 
area. To generate your attributes, roll 4d6 six times, dropping the lowest die and adding the other 
three together. Assign these six scores as you like among your attributes. If none are higher than 15, 
replace one attribute with a 16. Every hero is remarkably gifted at something, after all.

Each attribute has a modifier, ranging from -3 to +3. You add your attribute’s modifier to any 
checks involving that attribute and to certain other totals that will be explained later.

Strength is the measure of your hero’s physical prowess and raw might. Add your Strength modifier 
to any melee hit rolls and to any one melee damage die you may roll. 

Dexterity reflects your hero’s agility and reaction speed. Add its modifier to any nimbleness-based 
saving throws and subtract it from your Armor Class. You can also use it in place of Strength to 
modify attacks with missile weapons or light weapons such as short swords and daggers.

Constitution is your hero’s hardiness and resilience. Add its modifier to saving throws against 
poison, exhaustion, or other taxes on your stamina, and add it 
to your maximum hit point total.

Intelligence reflects your hero’s wit, education, and memory. 
Add it to checks involving mental agility and erudition.

Wisdom is your hero’s good judgment, perceptiveness, and 
strength of will. It’s added to saving throws against intangible 
sorceries or mental effects and checks involving perception or 
quick judgment.

Charisma measures your hero’s charm, persuasiveness, and 
force of personality. It’s added to checks involving social adroit-
ness and the influencing of other peoples’ opinions.

CharaCter Creation

sCore MoDifier

3 -3

4-5 -2

6-8 -1

9-12 No Modifier

13-15 +1

16-17 +2

18 +3

The first step toward play is for one person to agree to be the “game master”, or GM. The GM is 
responsible for running the game and responding to the hero’s actions. The GM is not intended to 
play against the player. Instead, they act as the impartial cosmos and coolly indifferent fates that pass 
judgment upon a hero’s efforts. Later pages will describe the GM’s duties in more depth, but this 
section has to do with the other participant, who 
will be creating their “player character”, or PC.

Creating a PC is simple and quick. Just follow 
the steps below, and at the end of the process 
you’ll have a newly-minted hero ready to face the 
perils of the Sunset Isles with sword or sorcery.

1. Roll your attributes.
2. Choose your hero’s concept.
3. Choose your class.
4. Choose your traits.
5. Add the final touches.

Each step is described in greater detail below.
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Choose your hero’s ConCept anD naMe

Now that you know your hero’s strengths and weaknesses, think about the kind of hero you’d like 
to make. If your character is exceptionally strong, then perhaps they’d make a good warrior, fighting 
their foes with sharp steel and a sturdy hauberk. If your hero is gifted with great agility, perhaps 
you imagine her as a cunning burglar instead, one quick with a blade and quicker to vanish when 
trouble’s afoot. Perhaps a high intelligence suggests talent as a magic-user, a hero wielding eldritch 
powers for better ends than those of most sorcerers.

Spend a few minutes thinking about this hero’s past and the experiences that made them the 
fearsomely capable figure they are now. Your hero is no common sellsword or ordinary sneak; even 
the least hero can face perils that would fell a half-dozen lesser men and reap a red harvest from any 
who would dare oppose them. A heroic warrior can fell a dozen ordinary warriors before they fall 
beneath the forest of blades, and a true legend can trample half an army beneath his boots before 
he is dragged down by their sheer numbers. Your hero is someone special.

So what made your hero so awesome? What employment did your hero have as his or her skills 
were maturing? What friends did they make? What conflicts did they find themselves engaged in 
fighting, and how did the outcomes affect them? What great feats did they accomplish that made 
it clear to them that they had potential beyond that of any ordinary soul?

Work with the GM to create any villains, important places, or events your past might require. The 
GM is the last word on what sort of ideas fit their game world, but they should be willing to make 
room for anything that doesn’t actively contradict some important part of their setting.

Make sure your hero has some sort of driving motivation, even if this motivation is as simple 
as “acquire fabulous wealth and spend it on debauchery”, or “fight evil wherever it may be”. Your 
motivation will help the GM design adventures for you and point you toward interesting situations, 
so you should make sure your hero’s motivation will aim you at the kind of play you want to have.

When you have a good idea of your hero’s nature and experiences, you’re ready to move on to the 
next step in character creation- choosing the class that best represents your hero’s abilities.

naMes, faCes anD pLaCes

The Sunset Isles are described more fully in the Scarlet Heroes core rulebook, but you don’t need 
all the details to make up a suitable hero for those red and troubled isles. The archipelago is home 
to scores of refugee ethnicities and cultures, the variety of an entire world packed into the streets of 
Xian and the countless towns and villages of the greater isles. If you can imagine a culture or people 
they probably exist somewhere in the Isles.

The dominant culture of the isle is that of the 
Ninefold Celestial Empire, an empire ruled by 
mages not entirely unlike ancient Chinese Taoist 
adepts. Exiles descended from its people number 
perhaps half of the humans of the isles, and their 
customs and dress are viewed as “normal”. 

Still, the centuries of mixing with the other 
cultures of the Isles have led to a wildly variable 
blend of ethnicities and cultures throughout 
the Isles. Ebon-skinned samurai fight alongside 
fierce Skandr berserkers and stern Makerite war 
priests, and a red-haired man is as likely to belong 
to the Wu clan as an amber-colored woman is to 
be a Haraldsdottir. Don’t worry about details. 
Play the hero that seems fun to you.
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Choose your CLass
Every hero has a special degree of skill at some adventurous profession- a class. Choose one of 

the classes below that best describes the particular talents you want your hero to possess. In the full 
Scarlet Heroes game you’d also be picking your character’s race, but Quickstart heroes are all human.

Thieves are not only canny burglars and daring ruin-plunderers, but also 
fearless scholar-explorers and grizzled woodsmen. Any hero with a focus on a 
special field of skill might fall under this class, giving up a little martial prowess 
in exchange for a far greater degree of talent than other classes can obtain.

Thieves can use any weapon, but their damage die is capped at 1d8. They gain 
a free 3-point bonus trait to reflect their particular concept and gain a +4 bonus 
to attack rolls and triple damage when they ambush an unsuspecting foe. Their 
special trait and this ambush bonus cannot be used if they are using a shield or 
wearing armor heavier than leather, however. Thieves start with a maximum of 
4 hit points, a 1d6 Fray die, and a +1 bonus to attack rolls.

Magic-Users are adepts of the arcane arts, whether the apprentices of humble 
hedge wizards or the graduates of the rare arcane academies of the civilized 
east. While physically weaker and less martially adept than any other class, they 
alone can wield the powers of geomantic sorcery. A novice magic-user can cast 
one such spell each day from the collection they keep in their occult grimoire.

Magic-users can use any weapon, but their damage die is capped at a maximum 
of 1d4. They cannot cast spells while wearing armor or using shields, though 
they can use their Fray die of 1d4. Unlike other classes, the bolts of a magic-user’s 
Fray die can harm even foes more powerful than they are. They start with a 
maximum of 4 hit points and a +0 bonus to their attack rolls.

Fighters are the brawlers, bladesmen, and hard-bitten soldiers of the Isles, 
gifted in the arts of war and bloodshed. Some are trained military men, while 
others come to their gifts through hard experience and a fund of natural brutality. 
Fighters lack the magical talents of clerics or magic-users and are not so widely 
skilled as thieves, but they make up for it with the best natural combat abilities 
of the four classes. They alone are able to use heavy weaponry at its full damage 
die and they excel at reaping a red harvest of petty foes.

Fighters can use any weapon to its full effect, and can wear any armor and use 
shields. They start with a maximum of 8 hit points, a Fray die of 1d8, and a +1 
bonus to their attack rolls.

Clerics are those fortunate priests and holy figures blessed with the sacred 
powers of the gods. While ordinary priests and shrine-servants can conjure 
miracles with ritual and a suitably consecrated temple, clerics can call down a 
god’s blessings with no more than a moment’s prayer. Novice clerics are capable 
of invoking one modest miracle each day, while exalted high priests can smite 
whole legions of unbelievers and raise the very dead from their graves.

Clerics lack the martial training of fighters or thieves, but they can still use 
most weapons, though their weapon’s damage die is capped at a maximum of 
1d6. They can wear any armor and use shields. They start with a maximum of 6 
hit points, a Fray die of 1d6, and a +1 bonus to their attack rolls.
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Choose your hero’s traits
Traits are short phrases describing your hero’s background, special talents, or useful relationships. 

Traits are measured on a scale of one to three. A 1-point trait is a relatively minor part of your 
character’s life, while a 3-point trait is one that has dominated their past or consumed their present.

Traits indicate the sort of thing your hero is experienced at doing or special capabilities or rela-
tionships that they can call on at a time of need. A hero with the trait “Escaped mine slave: 2” has 
a past of grueling labor deep underground. They’re going to be good at all the sorts of things you’d 
expect a mining slave to be good at: navigating dark tunnels, surviving grim privation, identifying 
ores and subterranean hazards, and hating slave owners. Most of the time, when they want to do 
something related to a mining slave’s talents, the GM is going to simply let them accomplish it. They 
will only roll checks for true tests of their abilities.

traits anD CheCKs
When things are more challenging and might defeat even a hero’s expertise, the GM might 

call for a check. To make a check, roll 2d8, add your highest relevant trait and your most relevant 
attribute’s modifier. If the total is equal or higher than the check’s difficulty, you succeed. If it’s less, 
then something goes wrong, an unexpected complication arises, misfortune overwhelms you, or 
you otherwise fail to get the result you were hoping to achieve.

The GM will set the check difficulty, but most of the time it will range from 9, for the easiest 
feats worth rolling a check for, up to 17, for near-impossible feats of skill. Even if you have no trait 
relevant to the check you can still roll it, as heroes are good at extemporizing.

buying your starting traits
You have three points to spend on your traits. In addition, as your hero is a human, you get two 

more bonus points to spend where you please. If you’re a Thief, you also get a free 3-point trait in your 
particular archetype, whether that’s “Adventuring thief ”, “Scholarly ruin-plunderer”, “Hard-bitten 
ranger”, or whatever else you and the GM agree is appropriate.

No trait can have more than 3 points in it. You can use points to buy background traits reflecting 
your hero’s prior life, with some examples offered on the table below. You can also buy special traits 
such as “Keen eyes”, “Iron liver”, “Trustworthy face”, or any other trait your GM agrees is reasonable. 
Finally, you can use your trait points to buy useful relationships, giving your hero some convenient 
reputation or handy ally. You might leave the details of this relationship loose at first; you are friends 
with a local official, for example, but only during play do you decide that it’s this local magistrate 
whom you saved from Shou raiders so many years ago.

1D10 CLeriC bg fighter bg Mage bg thief bg frienD of...

1 Ascetic monk Street thug Former charlatan Adventuring thief Local peasants

2 Crusader Mercenary Academy student Ruin explorer Wise sage

3 Cult hunter Pirate Mage’s slave Assassin Local official

4 Disowned noble Forest bandit Physician Burglar Fence of goods

5 Temple guard City guardsman Rural witch Street urchin Tong elder

6 Peasant priest Wandering blade Scribe Scholar-explorer City guards

7 Shrine slave Poor noble’s child Temple mage Guard investigator Gifted cleric

8 Temple archivist Peasant warrior Wise hermit Bounty hunter “Reformed” bandit

9 Roving paladin Bodyguard Gutter mage Bored noble Local outcasts

10 Warrior monk Veteran soldier Alchemist Rebel slave Mercenary chief
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finaL touChes
You’re almost ready to play. You just 

need to note down a few more details on 
your character sheet and you’re ready to 
face the world.

Record your character’s Hit Points. 
Hit points are a measure of your hero’s 
luck, stamina, physical health, and gen-
eral fortitude. You lose hit points when 
hurt by foes or environmental hazards, 
and if you hit zero hit points, your hero 
is dead or defeated. You regain lost hit 
points through rest, first aid after a bat-
tle, or certain magical effects. Your class 
determines your starting maximum hit 
points, but this score is modified by your Constitution modifier. Thus, a fighter with a Constitution 
score of 13 would start with a maximum of 9 hit points.

Note down the Fray die of your hero’s class. Your Fray die is used when your hero is laying into 
petty opponents and inferior foes, allowing them to strike down minor opponents automatically. 
The Combat section in the pages that follow explain how to use your Fray die.

Record your hero’s attack bonus. You add this number to any attack rolls you make, as explained 
in the Combat section. Everyone but magic-users starts with a +1 attack bonus. Adepts of the arcane 
arts have less time to practice martial pursuits, and start with a +0 bonus.

Note your hero’s Armor Class, reflecting how hard it is to hurt the hero in combat. The lower 
the Armor Class, the better. Unarmored heroes such as magic-users have a base Armor Class of 9 
minus their Dexterity modifier. Even very clumsy heroes can’t have an Armor Class worse than 9. 
Clerics, fighters, and thieves are allowed to wear armor, which may grant them a lower base Armor 
Class which is again modified by their Dexterity modifier.

Lastly, pick your hero’s starting equipment from the lists below. Every hero is allowed to start with 
a dagger and a pack with ordinary traveling supplies. Thieves, clerics, and magic-users can pick an 
additional weapon from the list below, while fighters can pick two. Thieves can also start with a suit 
of leather armor, while clerics and fighters may choose either leather or chain armor, along with a 
shield if they aren’t using a two-handed weapon. Thieves also start with whatever special tools their 
archetype might indicate.

Novice heroes begin their adventure 
with 2d10 silver coins in their pockets. 
While space doesn’t allow for a full list 
of prices, GMs should keep in mind that 
one silver piece buys a day’s labor from 
a worker, and set costs accordingly for 
other gear that the hero might want.

weapon DMg notes

Fists 1d2 Bare-knuckled fisticuffs
Dagger 1d4 Can throw it up to 30’ away
Mace 1d6 Favored by many clerics
Spear 1d6 Can throw it up to 60’ away

Short sword 1d6 A light, agile weapon
Sword 1d8 A large one-handed sword

Battle axe 1d8 A one-handed war axe
Greatsword 1d10 A two-handed blade

War maul 1d10 A huge two-handed sledge
Bow 1d8 Shoots up to 240’ distant

arMor aC

None 9
Leather Armor 7
Chain Armor 5

Shield -1 bonus



sCore MoD

str:
Dex:
Con:
int:

wis:
Cha:

CLass:
LeveL:

xp:

traits, abiLities, anD speLLs

Max. hp:
arMor CLass:
attaCK bonus:

fray Die:

gear anD treasure

Current hp

weapons +hit DMg

naMe
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speLLs anD speLLCasting
Certain heroes and villains have the power to wield the miracles of the gods or the forces of 

geomantic sorcery. These gifts are rare and demanding, and even those few with the capacity to use 
these powers rarely attain to great skill. Among the common folk, those with the power to invoke 
the powers of the unseen world are viewed with wary respect and no little fear.

speLLbooKs anD prayers
Clerics are gifted with their powers by the inexplicable will of the gods. Sometimes the divinities 

bless an obviously upright and pious priest of their order, while other times the gifts are conferred 
upon some wretch with no virtuous quality perceptible to the naked eye. Good or bad, wicked or 
pure, the ways of the gods are beyond the understanding of mortals. Clerics may prepare any of 
the spells listed in this section, and do not require a spellbook or any special behavior to do so.

Magic-users earn their powers through natural talent and disciplined study. Their souls form a 
spiritual lens for the focusing and channeling of ambient geomantic force, and through meditations, 
disciplines, and esoteric practice they gradually grow capable of wielding greater powers. Magic-users 
need a focus for their powers, however, most often taking the form of a spellbook or other object 
of study. This spellbook records their lore and has been duly consecrated and refined as a tool for 
maintaining their pacts and rituals. Without it, they cannot prepare their spells and must recreate 
the book at great expense before they can refresh their powers.

preparing speLLs
Clerics can prepare one of the clerical spells in this section each day after their morning prayers. 

Once this spell is cast they may not renew their powers until the following morning.
Magic-users may prepare one spell from their spellbook each morning after a full night’s restful 

sleep. A magic-user hero’s spellbook starts with a number of spells equal to two plus the magic-user’s 
Intelligence modifier. A hero may choose these spells from the magic-user list given here.

Preparing spells requires no more than fifteen or twenty minutes of prayer or ritual.

Casting speLLs
Casting a spell requires at least one free hand and a clear, loud voice. Heroes who are gagged 

or bound are unable to cast spells. If a caster is struck or badly jostled while casting a spell the 
incantation automatically fizzles and is lost to no effect. Heroes are usually too quick to be hindered 
in this way, but enemy casters must fear the swift blades of their foes if they are not to be disrupted.

Once a spell is cast its power is lost from the caster and must be refreshed the next morning. Some 
spells also allow for a “saving throw”, giving the victim a chance of evading the worst of its effects, 
or even resisting it entirely. If no saving throw is noted, the spell always has full effect on a target.

Learning new speLLs
Clerics need not study to learn new spells. Magic-users must search out new lore; they can copy 

a spell from a scroll or another magic-user’s spellbook into their own for a cost of 100 gold pieces. 
This process destroys magical scrolls, though not spellbooks. Most wizards are greatly reluctant 
to allow others to study their spellbooks, as it may give a hostile rival an advantage against them.
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bLessing of gentLe fortune

The cleric invokes the favor of his god upon a purpose, naming one particular goal as he blesses 
the target with his touch. Once within the next day the recipient may reroll a failed check or saving 
throw made while pursuing that purpose. If the day passes without any opportunity for testing the 
recipient’s abilities, the blessing evaporates.

DisCern the spirit within

For one minute after casting this spell, the cleric can see auras of geomantic energy around magical 
items or enchanted objects. They may also see the outlines of a possessing spirit inside its host and 
gain a general idea of the type of creature it is, if it is known to the cleric.

funerary rites

A rite to ensure the peaceful progress of the dead, this spell renders all corpses in the caster’s 
presence useless for necromantic rites, and ensures they will not rise as undead. In addition, any 
mindless undead within 30 feet must also make a saving throw or be rendered calm and pacified 
for ten minutes, defending themselves if attacked but initiating no violence.

hanD of MerCifuL suCCor

When cast on a subject this spell will cure 2 points of damage plus the result of 2d6 healing dice. 
Healing dice are read exactly as if they were damage dice, but the result is applied as healing in hit 
points or hit dice. A reversed version exists, the Fist of Burning Rebuke, which will inflict 2d6 damage 
dice on a target touched by the cleric. Touching an unwilling target requires an attack roll, but the 
spell is not lost until the attack is successful or the cleric chooses to do something else.

Mien of stern wisDoM

The cleric calls upon the ancient reverence due his office. This spell is cast very subtly, and requires 
no noticeable gestures or incantations. For ten minutes after casting, the cleric appears much more 
imposing and impressive to those around him and gains a +2 bonus on all checks to influence others. 
They may also choose to reroll any reaction check once.

the priest’s sCathing rebuKe

The displeasure of the gods can blight the surest effort. This spell can be cast very subtly, with 
no visible invocation. If the target then fails their saving throw, they will automatically fail the next 
check they attempt to make, regardless of how easy it is or how skilled they may be. The cleric may 
optionally define a particular type of activity to only curse the next attempt at that particular effort. 
If no check is made within the next day, the curse evaporates.

purifiCation of the offering

The spirits require the very finest and purest of offerings, and this incantation ensures that the 
cleric is able to offer such gifts. Up to ten pounds of matter is purified of all filth, poison, decay, or 
uncleanness. Rotting food is made perfectly fresh by this spell, fouled water is made drinkable, and 
dirty clothing is made clean.

tongue of hiDDen Conversing

One of the most important duties of a cleric is to see to a community’s unquiet dead and insure 
that troubled spirits are allowed to rest in peace. For ten minutes, the cleric is able to see invisible 
spirits and communicate with the unquiet dead. Even unintelligent undead will give the cleric some 
idea of why they are not at rest, even as they attack the priest.

CLeriC speLLs
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aMber CLouD of soMnoLenCe

A yellow cloud of slumber billows around the subjects of this spell, putting 2d4 hit dice of them 
into a deep, drugged sleep should they fail their saving throw. The effect billows outward in a 10-
foot burst from a point within 120 feet, first affecting those creatures who are nearest. Creatures 
of three or more hit dice are immune to the spell. The sleep lasts for ten minutes.

CaLLing forth the spirit sLave

A minor spirit is snared from some distant realm and embodied in a fragile shell of geomantic 
force. The entity has the statistics of 1 HD, AC 9, Atk +0, Dmg 1d4, Move 20’, and Morale 12. It 
appears in a humanlike shape of the caster’s devising, and will obey intelligently the commands 
of its summoner for one minute. When the spell ends or it is slain it will vanish back to the realms 
from which it came.

the Daifu’s bright MantLe

For the rest of the day, the subject’s dress and their belongings are perpetually clean, dry, and neat 
regardless of their activities and even if physically immersed in liquid. Burning oils or foulness 
will not stick to the subject, sliding away after one round. Even tousled hair recomposes itself.

the Least aLCheMy of forMs

Even a novice sorcerer knows something of the inner secrets of base matter. By casting this spell, 
the adept can turn up to a one-foot cube of some unliving matter into a solid, a liquid, or a gas. The 
substance will remain a coherent whole unless disturbed, even if liquid or gaseous, until the spell 
ends a minute later. This spell does not function on magic items or on matter being held or carried.

Lens of the enLighteneD sCribe

A sorcerer has need of reading many ancient things, and there is not always time to learn the 
languages involved. This spell allows the wizard to read any text, magical or otherwise, as if it were 
written in her native language. The spell lasts a minimum of ten minutes, but it will not end until 
the caster stops reading.

painteD verMiLLion eyes

A victim may make a saving throw to resist the spell, but on a failure they are struck by a sudden, 
overwhelming feeling of friendship toward the caster. Such friends will not attack their other allies, 
but will try to prevent hostilities or rescue the caster as needed. These friends will perform any other 
favors that do not threaten their life or imperil their fortune. Victims are allowed an additional saving 
throw to break the spell every day at dusk. The spell is quite subtle in its casting, and if the sorcerer 
makes no unusual demands the victim may not realize their enchantment after it ends.

seven sMaLL thunDers

Aerial virtues of storm and light are compressed into a small bolt of lightning and storm clouds. 
It can be hurled at any target within 120 feet, strikes automatically, and does a 1d6+1 damage die.

the siLent porter

A ghostly shard of force is animated by this incantation to labor for the sorcerer. The silent porter 
appears as a translucent human figure dressed and appearing as the caster desires. It cannot speak 
or think, but it can obey simple instructions and perform menial tasks without supervision with 
same strength and capacity as an ordinary laborer. Any attack or damage will disperse the force, and 
it cannot fight or defend itself. The porter remains for one hour before vanishing.

MagiC-user speLLs
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pLaying the gaMe

A mighty hero can be expected to face numerous challenges in the course of a vigorous career of 
adventure. This section will discuss some of the rules involved in such exploits.

CoMbat
Every adventurer worth their steel is bound to run into bloody conflict sooner or later. Whether 

the poisoned knife of an assassin at court or the grimy iron of a forest bandit’s blade, a hero can 
expect to be locked in mortal combat as a regular pastime.

Whenever a hero is embroiled in a fray, the participants act in rounds. Each round lasts about six 
seconds, with the hero acting first and then the other participants in whatever order the GM prefers. 
Each round, a participant can perform an action and move up to 30 feet.

Actions can include hurling a spell, attacking with a weapon, opening a gate, snatching up a loose 
treasure, or anything else the actor could accomplish in six seconds. If the actor foregos their action, 
they may move an extra 30 feet that round.

MaKing an attaCK
When murderous intent rules a character’s action, they may make an attack roll to determine 

whether or not they succeed in hurting their target. To make an attack roll, roll 1d20 and add the 
assailant’s attack bonus and the target’s armor class. If a hero is attacking, add their most relevant 
attribute modifier as well. Missile weapons use Dexterity. For thrown weapons and light implements 
such as knives or short swords, this can be either Strength or Dexterity. For large melee weapons, 
this is normally Strength. If the attack roll’s total is 20 or more, the attack lands as a solid hit. A failed 
attack roll may mean a clean miss, a blocked blow, or even a stroke that just doesn’t do meaningful 
harm to the enemy.

If the attack hits, the next step is to roll damage. Roll the damage die associated with the weapon 
and add the attribute modifier you used for the attack.

If the damage die’s total is 1, no damage is done; the blow was glancing or too shallow to really hurt 
the target. If the die’s result is 2-5, one point of damage is done. From 6-9 results in two points of 
damage, and a roll of 10 or more is four points of damage. If multiple dice of damage are being rolled, 
count each one separately, and add the attribute modifier to only one of them of the attacker’s choice.

Subtract this damage from a victim’s hit dice, or from their hit points if a hero is the target. If 
the victim runs out of hit dice or hit points, they’re dead, mortally wounded, or knocked helpless 
depending on the kind of injury being done to them. 

If an attack does enough damage is done to a target to kill it, any “overflow” damage in excess of 
the amount needed to slay the victim may be applied to any other valid target within range, provided 
the same attack roll would have hit them, too.

the fray Die
Every hero has a Fray die, and only heroes have them. Each round, at some time during the hero’s 

turn, they may roll the Fray die and do damage to any target within range that has equal or fewer hit 
dice than the hero has levels. For Quickstart characters, that means foes with 1 hit die. 

Heroes may use their Fray die even when they are using their action for something other than an 
attack, as it represents their casual blows and passing bolts of force while in combat. The damage is 
rolled and applied just as any other source of damage- no injury on a roll of 1, one point on 2-5, and 
two points on 6-9. Fray damage overflows just as any other source and can reach any target within 
range of the hero’s weaponry, or 60 feet if using a magic-user’s Fray die.

The bolts and blasts of a magic-user are special; their Fray die can affect any target, even foes more 
powerful than the wizard. They may also use their die even when wearing armor.
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MoraLe
Few enemies will stand and face certain doom. Monsters and other NPCs have a Morale score 

ranging from 2 to 12. Whenever faced with a losing battle, they must make a Morale check, rolling 
2d6. If the roll is equal or less than their Morale, then they keep fighting. If it is greater, they withdraw, 
flee, surrender, or otherwise pull back as their discipline and reason recommends. Ordinary men 
and women usually have a Morale of 7, while well-trained and disciplined soldiers might have a 
Morale of 9. Mindless undead or other fearless creatures would have a Morale of 12.

Undisciplined foes must check morale after their first comrade dies, while almost all enemies will 
check it if half or more of their allies are down. A foe who passes two Morale checks will usually 
fight to the finish, being too desperate or foolhardy to flee.

speCiaL attaCK: thief aMbushing
Thieves are experts at placing a blow where it will do an unwary target the worst hurt. If a thief 

attacks a victim who is not expecting combat, they gain a +4 bonus on their attack roll, and both 
their weapon damage and Fray die damage is tripled. This damage must all be applied to a single 
target; it cannot overflow to other victims. Thieves cannot ambush a target while encumbered by 
a shield or by armor heavier than leather.

speCiaL attaCK: turning unDeaD
Clerics have the unique ability to “turn” undead, forcing them to return to the natural cycles of life 

and death. As their action for the round, a cleric may roll a 1d8 damage die and apply the resultant 
wounds to any single undead creature within 30 feet, provided the target has only 1 hit die. This 
damage can overflow to other 1HD undead. A cleric can Turn Undead only once every five minutes.

CheCKs
There are times when a hero’s abilities may not be up to the challenge at hand. When a hero 

attempts to do something exceptionally difficult or dangerous, the GM may call for a check. To 
make a check, the hero rolls 2d8 and adds their most relevant Trait score and their most relevant 
attribute modifier. If the result is equal or higher than the difficulty chosen by the GM, then the check 
is a success. If less, then something goes wrong: bad luck foils the hero, the hero succeeds in a way 
that causes them more problems, 
or some unexpected complication 
causes the hero to fail.

Demanding feats have a difficulty 
of 9. Any task easier than this isn’t 
worth rolling a check. Tasks that 
demand true skill might have a 
difficulty of 11 or 13, while a gifted 
expert might be desired for tasks 
with a difficulty of 15. Difficulties 
normally do not go above 17; any-
thing harder than this is probably 
simply impossible.

When two creatures oppose 
each other, such as a thief trying 
to pass unnoticed by a guard, both 
roll relevant checks and the higher 
roll wins. Ties are rerolled if such 
a matched outcome is unfeasible.
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saving throws

A saving throw is a special kind of check sometimes allowed to avoid the worst of a sinister spell, 
dire poison, malevolent curse, or tumbling rockslide. The GM decides when a saving throw is 
allowed, though some spells and effects explicitly allow for one.

To make a saving throw, the hero rolls a check and adds their most relevant attribute modifier. 
For poisons and other bodily afflictions, this is Constitution. For traps and feats of evasion, this is 
usually Dexterity, while Wisdom is applied to magical spells that don’t fall under the other headings. 
In some rare cases one extremely apposite Trait may also be added to the roll. In addition, the hero 
also adds their character level to the roll- in the case of Quickstart heroes, they’d add 1 to it.

If this total beats the peril’s difficulty, then they avoid the effect or lessen its bite. The difficulty of a 
saving throw is equal to 9 plus the level or hit dice of the entity that caused it, or the relative danger 
of an inanimate source of peril. Thus, a hero bitten by a poisonous snake with 3 hit dice would have 
to roll 2d8, add their Constitution modifier, and add 1 more for their level to beat a difficulty of 12.

Defying Death

Sometimes a hero fails a vital saving throw, or is stymied by circumstances, or finds herself trapped 
in a situation of certain doom. To evade such a grim end, they may Defy Death, invoking their luck 
or heroic resilience to survive the situation or bypass the obstacle before them. It’s up to the GM to 
decide when a hero is allowed to Defy Death, though it is always permitted to escape a combat or 
resist a failed saving throw. Only heroes can Defy Death, and even they eventually run out of luck.

To Defy Death, the hero rolls a 1d4 damage die and takes injury just as if it were a blow- no damage 
on a roll of 1, and one point on a roll of 2-4. If she still lives, she is treated as having automatically 
passed the saving throw she just failed, or evaded the certain doom that was upon her, or figured 
out a way past some obstacle that was otherwise impassable for her. If the damage done is enough 
to kill her, she lives with 1 hit point left but suffers the consequence she was trying to evade.

Each time a hero Defies Death the die size increases by one increment- to 1d6, then 1d8, then 
1d10, and then 1d12 for further attempts if the hero keeps testing their luck. The die does not reset 
to 1d4 until after the hero finishes her adventure or flees from its peril.

inJury anD heaLing

Foes brought to zero hit dice are dead, mortally injured, or incapacitated depending on the nature 
of the blow that struck them down. Heroes brought to zero hit points share this grim fate unless 
the GM has agreed beforehand that downed heroes merely suffer capture or failure in their cause.

Those who survive their injuries may recover their strength through rest and recuperation. After 
each night’s restful sleep the hero regains one lost hit point. If he spends the entire day resting and 
is attended by a competent physician, he regains two hit points. 

Heroes graced by magical healing take such benisons as “reversed” damage dice. Thus, a hero who 
receives a 1d6 die of magical healing will heal anywhere from 0 to 2 hit points.

Lastly, heroes may take a few minutes to catch their breath and bind up their wounds after suffering 
an injury or fighting a battle. Up to two hit points of damage can be restored this way, though a hero 
cannot make himself any healthier than he was before he joined the fray.

aDvanCeMent

The heroes described in the Quickstart are mighty men and women, but still just at the start of 
their legendary careers. As they venture into grave perils and perform deeds of glorious might they 
will gain new strength and greater prowess. Magic-users and clerics will learn additional spells, and 
thieves will begin to gain superhuman skill at their chosen field. For further details on this blossoming 
of heroic might you should consult the full Scarlet Heroes rulebook.
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an exaMpLe of pLay
Ragnar ibn Malik has drunk the last of his 

gold and gambled away the final red garnet 
from the treasure he stole from the Shrine of 
the Iron Wolf. It’s time for him to find new 
stuffing for his purse.

Ragnar is a skilled Fighter, with exceptional 
Strength of 16 and Constitution of 14. His 
Constitution modifier adds to his maximum 
hit points, so he has a total of 9. He wears 
a stout chain hauberk, carries a shield, and 
wields a trusty axe that does 1d8 damage. 
His Strength bonus adds to his natural attack 
bonus of +1 when he swings his axe, so he 
rolls to hit with a +3 total bonus, and does 
1d8+2 damage with his weapon.

For all his might, Ragnar is a little slow, and his Dexterity of 7 gives him a -1 modifier that penalizes 
his armor class. His chain armor gives him a base armor class of 5, improved by 1 for his shield, but 
penalized by 1 for his Dexterity, leaving him with an AC of 5. 

Ragnar is a veteran sellsword, with 3 points in the Mercenary trait and 2 more as a Boisterous 
Carouser. He decides to consult some of his old associates to see if any are hiring blades. The GM 
has an adventure ready for the evening, so Ragnar will certainly find some lead, but how good a deal 
will he be offered? The GM decides that if he makes a difficulty 11 check, he’ll get an exceptionally 
good prospect. Ragnar rolls 2d8, adds his Mercenary trait, and would add his Charisma modifier too 
if he had any. The total result is 12, so Ragnar’s search for employment brings a golden opportunity.

The GM adopts the role of a grizzled village headman, one from the nearby farming village of 
Cloud Blossom Hill. The headman seeks a brave outsider willing to enter the house of the magistrate 
Johann Bauer, a retired official who came to the village some years ago to enjoy the health-giving 
waters of the local mineral springs. When the magistrate did not appear for his weekly soak, one of 
his neighbors paid a visit to his house. That neighbor did not return, nor did his wife. The villagers 
have kept watch over the magistrate’s home for a week now, and none enter or leave, nor is there any 
sign of activity within the country house. The headman is loathe to lose any more of his people, and 
so has come to seek an outsider willing to risk his neck for a reward of two hundred golden coins.

Ragnar likes the sound of that, and agrees to the bargain. By noon the next day, he is outside the 
magistrate’s home, a huddle of wary villagers remaining a bowshot away from the small manor 
house. Ragnar decides to walk a slow circle around the building, looking for anything out of place.

The GM knows that the neighbor and his wife have been dead for days, and considers Ragnar’s 
traits to decide if any might help him notice the subtle signs of their fate. He decides that the 
Mercenary trait would apply in this case, and asks Ragnar to roll a check modified by his Mercenary 
trait and his Wisdom modifier, as Wisdom relates to perceptions and alertness. Ragnar rolls and 
gets a 13, which is enough to notice even very subtle clues such as this.

At the back of the house, Ragnar’s experienced nose detects the sickly-sweet tang of rotting flesh 
and spilt blood. Violence has taken place nearby. 

Ragnar’s player asks for details of the back of the house, and the GM takes a moment to decide that 
there are two shuttered windows in the bamboo wall of the house, and that the stink is stronger from 
behind the lefthand one. The GM has a rough sketch of the interior of the house, and knows that 
the remains of the corpses are stashed in a hiding place in the room behind the shuttered window.
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Ragnar briefly considers going around to the door at the front of the house, or prying open the 
shutters and climbing in the back. Both such entrances seem altogether too predictable, however, 
and so his player tells the GM that the mighty warrior is going to get a running start and smash his 
way through the bamboo wall with sheer brute force.

The GM is taken aback by this unexpected choice, and his first instinct is to simply forbid it. But 
after a moment’s thought, he realizes that the bamboo wall is brittle enough for it to be possible, 
and besides, it is exactly the sort of sudden violence to be expected from a hero like Ragnar. He lets 
Ragnar roll a check to smash the wall, making it a fairly challenging difficulty of 11. Ragnar has no 
trait that applies to such a feat, but his Strength modifier surely does. Ragnar rolls, but only gets a 6.

Heroes fail sometimes, but they rarely fail completely. Rather than just telling Ragnar that he 
can’t break through the wall, the GM tells him how he smashes his way through the wall in a single 
mighty charge- or at least, halfway through the wall. He’s still hung up on the broken bamboo when 
the startled occupants of the house come rushing to the noise.

The aged magistrate Johann Bauer is flanked by a pair of sinister-faced men in robes adorned with 
strange sigils. The men carry short, sharp swords, with Bauer’s own hands lost in the long sleeves 
of his robe. No sooner does the withered official spy his visitor than he leaps to assail him, baring 
his jagged teeth and the bestial claws of his fingers. Magistrate Bauer has become a ghoul, a terrible 
undead beast. The men at either side rush to aid the horrible revenant against the intruder.

Normally, Ragnar would get to go first in a fight, but he’s still hung up on the bamboo. The two men 
hack at him with their swords. Each has a +1 bonus to hit, and they roll a 12 and a 13 respectively. 
They add their attack bonus and Ragnar’s armor class to their rolls, but neither manages to hit a total 
of 20, so they both miss. The ghoul Johann lashes out with a flurry of claws and bites, attacking three 
times at +2 to hit. He rolls 12, 15 and 17, the latter two hitting the warrior. He rolls 1d3 damage 
for each blow, rolling a six-sided die and halving it. His damage rolls are 1 and 2. Rolls of 1 do no 
damage, but rolls of 2-5 do one point, so Ragnar now has only 8 hit points left.

Worse still, he must make a saving throw or be paralyzed by the ghoul’s icy claws. Ragnar rolls 
2d8 and adds his Constitution bonus and his level, trying to beat the ghoul’s difficulty of 11. He 
rolls a 6. Is this the end for Ragnar, frozen into helplessness as the ghoul devours him alive? Never! 
He chooses to Defy Death, rolling 1d4 for a result of 4, and taking 1 point of damage. He now has 
7 hit points left but has thrown off the ghoul’s foul chill.

Now Ragnar yanks free of the bamboo and takes his turn’s action. First, he rolls his Fray die, rolling 
a 6. Damage rolls of 6-9 do two points of damage. While the ghoul is a 2 hit die creature and thus 
immune to the die, the men with it have only 1 hit die, and so are affected. Ragnar shares out the 2 
points of damage among them, killing them both with a casual swipe of his merciless axe.

Ragnar then uses his action to attack the ghoul. He rolls 1d20 for a result of 12, adding his attack 
bonus of 3 and the ghoul’s armor class of 6 for a total of 21- a hit! He rolls 1d8+2 for the axe’s damage 
and gets a 10. Rolls of 10 or more do four points of damage, and the ghoul only had 2 hit dice to begin 
with. Ragnar cuffs the beast senseless with the haft of his axe before gripping its head and twisting. 
Its rotten spine snaps and its decaying sinews tear loose as the warrior rips its skull from its neck.

Ragnar’s fury ebbs as he takes a moment to catch his breath and wrap bandages over the cuts the 
ghoul’s talons have left. He can heal up to 2 hit points of wounds he suffered in the fight. The ghoul 
only did 1, so he bandages that away. The damage he took from Defying Death cannot be healed 
this way, however. He must rest tonight or receive healing magic to recover it.

The ghoul-magistrate is now truly dead, but how did he come to be tainted with foul unlife? Who 
were those robed men, and why did the villagers say nothing of them to him? And where are the 
neighbor and his wife? The death of the beast is merely the start of Ragnar’s adventure, and before 
it is done he will have earned far more than the paltry coins that the headman promised. Heroes 
such as Ragnar may die, but they rarely die poor....
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aDventures

Once a hero has been fashioned it’s time to drop them into a suitably exciting situation. These 
situations are adventures, and the GM is responsible for brewing them up. Countless pages have 
been written about ways to build an adventure, and the Scarlet Heroes core rulebook has a host 
of different tools and resources for crafting your own. This section will provide a simplified set of 
guidelines for creating a classic “dungeon crawl”, so you can quickly get to playing the game.

setting up the aDventure
Usually, an adventure is meant to occupy at least one session of gaming, with some more com-

plicated situations running for several sessions. It’s also tacitly expected that the hero is going to 
want to involve himself or herself in events, and that they aren’t simply going to turn around and 
walk away from the situation. In a “sandbox” style campaign, this walk-away option is much more 
acceptable, but for the Quickstart we’ll focus on a simple and straightforward crawl. 

buiLDing a Dungeon CrawL
The classic dungeon crawl is a time-honored favorite of adventurers everywhere. There are certainly 

other types of adventures that are good fun, but dungeon crawls are ideal for novice players and 
GMs because they provide a clearly-defined location for adventuring and the straightforward goal 
of exploring and looting the place. You don’t need a lot of justification for adventure when you 
plant a hero in front of a yawning cave mouth and tell him that there’s probably a month’s worth of 
riotous living waiting to be harvested from its abandoned depths.

Assembling an adequate dungeon crawl isn’t hard. At its simplest, you just decide what kind of 
ruin or forbidden lair it is, draw a rough map of the chambers or caverns within it, and fill those 
rooms with interesting objects and lethal foes. To build your dungeon, follow the steps below to 
create the basic framework.

1. Pick a type of site. Is this an ancient tomb? Lost temple? Ruined country house? Haunted 
urban tenement? Mazey ancient sewer? Forbidding cavern complex? Abandoned wizard 
tower? This choice will give you hints as to the kind of occupants and interesting locations 
that might be found in it.

2. Decide how many locations exist in the dungeon. These may be actual rooms, or they might 
include gardens, interesting spots surrounding the site, caves of note in the structure, or any 
other spot that is worth mentioning in of itself. Twenty locations is usually enough for a 
single session’s play, though this will depend on how quickly you and the hero play through it.

3. Decide what each of these locations are. Just make a list on a sheet of paper and write down a 
short description for each location. For example, for a lost temple, you might have one location 
be the high priest’s quarters, another be the kitchen, a third be the altar hall, a fourth be a 
meditation garden, and so forth. Common room types may appear several times.

4. Arrange these locations in a simple map. Some people like to get out the graph paper and 
carefully draw each hall and doorway. In practice, you usually only need a rough sketch, often 
no more than circles for rooms and lines to represent corridors and stairs between them.

5. Mark off a third of the rooms as empty or boring. There’s nothing special in them and their 
contents are just whatever might be expected to be left in them after the site’s abandonment.

6. Put monsters or interesting features in a third of the rooms. You’ll stock these rooms with 
foes and interesting objects to engage the hero’s curiosity.

7. Mark off a quarter of the rooms as having treasure in them, including some from step 6. Don’t 
worry about what that treasure might be right now- we’ll come back to that later.
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stoCKing the Dungeon
Now that you know which rooms have treasure and which have foes or features in them, you can 

stock your dungeon with suitable contents. 
Start with the monsters and features. Think about the site’s original nature and the kind of creatures 

that might have taken up residence after its abandonment. Wild beasts, monstrous lairs, bandits, 
scavengers, or sinister cultists seeking solitude are all good choices for later inhabitants, while the 
original occupants might still be around in some form.

For each location where there’s supposed to be a monster, roll 1d10. On a 9 or 10, a special feature 
is there. Otherwise, put an inhabitant there, choosing from the monster section later in this booklet. 
Decide what it is that the creatures are doing there. Are they sleeping? Eating? Searching the place for 
wealth? Plotting evil against another group of inhabitants? Also keep in mind that mutually-hostile 
groups are unlikely to live well in close quarters, and a healthy amount of empty space should be 
left between wild beasts and intelligent occupants, assuming the former aren’t cunning enough to 
hide their presence.

These inhabitants may be working together under a single leader in the ruins, or they may be 
mutual competitors. Once you’ve placed all the inhabitants in the dungeon, decide if they share 
any ties of allegiance or if one of them is the actual ruler of the place. Take a moment to figure out 
how the inhabitants find food and otherwise acquire the necessities of life. Such details can add 
more verisimilitude to your dungeons and suggest interesting twists.

For rooms with an interesting feature, the most common choice is to put in a trap or hazard. 
Dangerous construction and decaying furnishings can present a threat to the hero, forcing him to 
make a successful check or saving throw to avoid taking damage. Most such snares will inflict at least 
2d6 damage, though a hero can pause and apply first aid afterwards to heal some of the injury if he’s 
willing to take the time. Other traps may induce nausea, mild toxins, or other hindrances that could 
apply a -2 or -4 penalty to a hero’s attack rolls, while some poisons may force a successful saving 
throw if the hero is not to perish immediately. Defying Death may be needed in such situations. 
Most checks or saving throws should be difficulty 9 for easy hazards, 11 for more challenging ones, 
or 13 for serious dangers.

Other features might be novel magical phenomena or some interesting artifact left behind by prior 
dwellers. It might be the corpse of an unfortunate adventurer, the remains of a battle between the 
locals, or written material that sheds light on the history or nature of the site. It should be something 
that provokes questions from the hero or invites them to try manipulating it.

Once the monsters and features are set, it’s time to place the treasures. Many of the treasures will 
be in the same room as a monster or hazard, but not all of them should be guarded. A clever hero 
who manages to sneak in and plunder a site is as worthy of the reward as one who cuts his way 
through, and you shouldn’t discourage players from subterfuge by making all the treasure closely 
guarded by the inhabitants.

The treasure section of this booklet contains a list of loot suitable for finding in the hands of foul 
foes. For each treasure cache, roll accordingly and place the object, perhaps adding a few details to 
tie it in with the rest of the dungeon- particular styles of jewelry, for example, or fitting topics for art.

The inhabitants will use this treasure sensibly. If a magical sword is found in a ruin, it’s probably 
going to be wielded by some chieftain or intelligent foe. If a potion of healing is in a bandit’s sack, 
he’s likely to quaff it if given the opportunity and the knowledge of the elixir’s true function.

Finally, wrap up the dungeon with a paragraph or two of description. Decide what the local 
inhabitants know about it, and think about whether or not the inhabitants are plotting any particular 
scheme against the surrounding countryside. It may be that the local humans even have dealings with 
the inhabitants, perhaps to secretly fence the loot they take in their plunderings. As a final touch, 
choose a way for the hero to learn about the dungeon and its treasures, and you’re ready to play.
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running the aDventure
With the adventure ready and the hero prepared, it’s time to run the adventure. Experienced GMs 

will have their own style of presenting a session, but new referees can use the following steps to 
move the game along, starting from the beginning of the adventure.

1. Describe the location for the hero. Mention any particularly prominent features or inhabitants. 
This should be a brief description, the sort of thing the hero might notice from a quick glance 
around the room.

2. Let the hero decide what to do in the area. Perhaps they’ll want to investigate a particular 
feature, check the furnishings, stick a sword into the monster they see there, or parley with the 
starving bandits they’ve discovered. If the player seems lost for ideas, suggest a few choices 
that might come naturally to a trained adventurer.

3. Resolve the hero’s action. Most actions will just happen; if the hero looks under the bed, 
they’ll find whatever is under the bed. No checks are needed for actions that are well within 
their concept or capabilities. If what they’re trying is more difficult, they might need to make a 
check at difficulty 9 for the easiest tasks that might still defeat them, 11 for harder jobs, and 13 
for very hard ones. If the hero starts a fight, use the combat or morale rules to resolve events. 
If the hero tries to negotiate with the locals, think about the interests and motivations of the 
denizens and use the Reactions system given in the monster section.

4. Let the hero respond to that resolution. Maybe he’ll want to pause and bandage his wounds 
after a fight, or search a different object in the room, or simply head down a different corridor.

5. Let the dungeon respond to the hero’s actions. If he’s made a great clamor in one room, nearby 
locations are likely to have heard the uproar. If he’s accidentally collapsed a wall, other areas 
might be made unstable. As a general rule, for every 10 in-game minutes the hero spends 
poking around, roll 1d6; on a 1, the inhabitants of a neighboring location stumble across the 
hero. Some monsters may actively patrol or wander the ruins, and if a 1 is rolled on this check 
they might turn up in place of the neighboring creatures.

Once you’ve gone through all the steps, simply repeat until the hero decides that it’s time to retreat 
or until they’ve plumbed the last secret of the place. If the hero chooses to do something unusual 
or unanticipated, take a moment to think about the most likely outcome. You might have the hero 
roll a check for some feat of skill, or entirely random odds might be represented with a plain die roll, 
with high rolls indicating a better outcome than low. Remember that the PCs in Scarlet Heroes are 
heroes. Let them attempt wild feats of daring, even if success is by no means assured.
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exaMpLe Dungeon types anD potentiaL LoCations

D10 Lost teMpLe ruineD viLLa oLD toMb DarK Cave broKen Keep

1 Altar hall Cellar False burial room Deep cleft Armory

2 Catacomb Dining room Guardian’s cell Deep pool Barracks

3 Fields Kitchen Master burial Deep waterfall Cistern

4 Garden Master bedroom Meditation garden Hot mud well Kitchen

5 Kitchens Servant’s room Painted room Pipe to surface Map room

6 Meditation hall Solarium Prayer hall Sharp-sloped cave Prison cells

7 Monastic cell Stables Priest’s cell Stalactite room Smithy

8 Robing room Storage room Servant burial Steam vent Stables

9 Scriptorium Study Statuary room Stream chamber Storage room

10 Sickroom Washroom Tomb goods room Twisting tunnel Training field

exaMpLe hazarDs anD features of interest

D20 hazarD feature of interest

1 Weak floor; save or take 2d6 damage in a fall Statue of someone important to the site

2 Crumbling ceiling; save or take 2d6 damage Book containing information on site’s history

3 Poison needle trap in a container; save or die Graffiti of useful information about the place

4 Toxic mold; save or -2 to hit for 2 hours Corpse of recent failed adventurer or dead native

5 Diseased corpse; save or -1 to all checks for 1d6 days Signs of recent battle, perhaps with corpses

6 Flammable gas; if near torches, save or take 3d6 dmg Shrine to some sinister deity

7 Tripwire alarm; check to notice or alert nearest foes Memorial to some important dead personage

8 Spiked pit trap; save or take 3d6 damage Artwork fitting with the site’s nature

9 Sleep gas trap in container; save or sleep for 1 hour The trigger to a secret door to a hidden chamber

10 Vermin infestation; check to notice or be attacked A collection of objects loved by a former owner

11 Hidden foe; check or be ambushed Trophies of a former occupant’s accomplishments

12 Explosive trap on container; save or take 3d6 dmg Mysterious bottles of potentially-magical elixirs

13 Objects that collapse loudly and alert nearby foes Books or paraphernalia of the dark arts

14 Infected object; save or -2 to saves/hit for 1d6 days Evidence of the hideous habits of the inhabitants

15 Treacherous stairs; 3 in 6 chance of collapse Tortured remains of a denizen that offended its chief

16 Foul dust; save or blind for 1d6 x 10 minutes Living hostage or remains of a prisoner

17 Worthless bait “treasure” has a trap on it Another adventurer who has slipped into the place

18 Secret peephole looking from nearby occupied room Fountain, perhaps with tainted or magical waters

19 Pool of foulness; save or -2 saves/hit for 1d6 hours Concealed trap door to a hidden room

20 Statue or door trapped to strike any who touch it Object stolen from local village, of great importance
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the toMb of iron thorns
Nine generations ago the people of the Yellow Hill district were scourged by the ambitions of the 

Shrike King, a terrible warlord who impaled his enemies upon long metal spikes. When the Shrike 
King was eventually overthrown the people took care to entomb him with many rituals and rites 
of propitiation, the better to ensure that his spirit remained safely quiescent.

Yet lately a feckless robber broke open the doors of the dread lord’s prison-tomb, and now the 
Shrike King’s rotting frame seeks to renew his mad dreams of conquest. His cold servitors have 
kidnapped many young men from the surrounding villages, seizing them to swell his forces of unquiet 
dead. The people cry out for succor... and speak much of the treasures buried with the warlord.

LoCations within the toMb
The rooms within the tomb are described only in general terms, with the most significant features 

noted. You should fill in the blanks with further detail depending on the player’s interest.

foes within the toMb
The dead soldiers mentioned here are mostly freshly-created hungry ghosts made by the Shrike 

King from his kidnapped victims. They have the following statistics: 1 HD, AC 7, Atk +1, Dmg 1d6 
spear, MV 30,’ Morale 12, Skill +0. 

The Shrike King himself has 4 HD, AC 4, Atk +4, Dmg 1d8 sword, MV 30’, Morale 12, Skill +2. 
His long imprisonment has weakened him, but if allowed time he may grow to be a terrible foe. Each 
turn he fights, he exhales a cloud of choking red mist that inflicts an automatic 1 point of damage 
on any hero in melee range.

Other foes have normal statistics as given in the Monsters section of this booklet. You may want 
to note them down on a 3x5 index card before you begin playing the game.
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Key to the toMb

1. Entryway. Corroded bronze chains dangle broken from the glyph-marked metal door.
2. Entry hall. Frescoes of the Shrike King’s defeat at the hands of a great Xianese general. Six 

dead soldiers stand guard by the pillars, but look inward and pay little attention to the shadows.
3. Thorn altar. Stolen iron tools have been hammered into a tree of spikes, a half-dozen dead 

peasants impaled on the thorns. A blood-filled bronze ewer is worth 50 gp for its workmanship.
4. Corpse barracks. Scores of partly-decayed corpses are stacked in niches and on the floor, 

awaiting the defilements that will bind their souls to enslaved and rotting flesh. Eight dead 
soldiers will rise up if the bodies are searched or disturbed.

5. Dead end. The corpse of the thief who broke into the tomb is crumpled here, a battered chisel 
and hammer still among his belongings. A silver and garnet ring worth 100 gp is on his hand.

6. Defiled shrine. Prayers for the peace of the Shrike King’s victims were once uttered before 
this stone altar. He and his henchmen have smeared the room with blood and foul promises. 
A hero who cleans the altar will be blessed, and gain a +2 bonus to hit versus the Shrike King.

7. Bridal chamber. Stuffed with stolen, damaged furniture in a parody of a noble’s bedchamber. 
A kidnapped shrine maiden, the red-maned Anna Li, is shackled in the corner and six dead 
soldiers stand guard over her until their lord has time for a suitable marriage rite. Anna knows 
the secret of the heart in room 8, the lore having been passed down by her teachers.

8. Relic vault. A broken statue of the general depicted in room 2 dominates the room. Its foot 
is on a small stone casket. Careful inspection of the casket reveals a hairline fracture that can 
be pushed to open the stone. Finding the crack is automatic if the player specifically looks at 
the casket, or difficulty 11 if just generally searching the room. Inside is the withered heart of 
the Shrike King. If destroyed, the Shrike King instantly suffers 2d6 damage and is stunned for 
1 round. The one who destroys it, however, immediately takes 1 point of damage.

9. Rotting stores. The undead plunder like living soldiers, but ignore their loot. The room is 
crammed with rotting foodstuffs and infested with rats. Worse, a giant spider feeds upon the 
rats and will seek to ambush intruders with its poisonous bite.

10. The Rusting Throne. The throne is at the far end is a leprous mass of rotting iron. The chamber 
is usually occupied by the Shrike King and his guard of four dead warriors. An impres-
sive-looking hero will be offered their life, a lieutenancy and their choice of plunder to join 
the Shrike King, who keeps his bargains meticulously. The Shrike King, in fact, will not attack 
first but will simply insist an uncooperative hero depart. 

11. Offering vault. The tomb-goods offered up by his original captors rest here, a mound of 
black ingots that are actually badly-tarnished silver bars and a selection of wooden effigies of 
carriages, slaves, and other grave goods. The bars are worth 500 gold pieces but weigh 50 lbs.

12. False garden. Bushes of verdigrised wire and enameled leaves, with peeling wall paintings 
of sunlit days.

13. Crumbling floor. The ceramic tiles of the floor will give way under any hero carrying heavy 
gear or wearing metal armor, plunging them into 20 feet of water-filled sinkhole. Swimming 
out in armor is a difficulty 14 feat, while doing so unarmored is automatic. A failed attempt 
to swim up inflicts 1 hit point of damage, as does pausing to strip off armor. 

14. False tomb. The empty wooden coffin here is largely rotted to black filth, its crudely-painted 
lid hurled aside. The peeling paintings of the afterlife on the wall don’t hide the secret door 
well any more; any attempt to search for one is an automatic success. Someone has clearly 
recently swept the room’s floor as well, to disguise the tracks of passage.

15. True tomb. The stone sarcophagus has a broken lid from when the reawoken Shrike King 
shoved it aside. Inside is a citrine-studded ring worth 200 gp still on a mislaid fingerbone.
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Where there are heroes, there are often to be found monsters. A “monster” in Scarlet Heroes 
doesn’t just include a flame-eyed ash basilisk or misshapen Tidespawn. It’s a term also used to cover 
ordinary guards, bandits, scavengers, or anyone else the hero might find necessary to fight. This 
section provides a collection of sample monsters for you to use in your adventures.

reaDing the tabLe
The table on the opposite pages contains a list of monsters and their statistics. “HD” is hit dice, 

the number of points of damage a monster can take before it perishes. Monsters with 1 hit die 
are vulnerable to a hero’s Fray die. “AC” is armor class, “+Hit” is the creature’s hit bonus, “Dmg” 
gives the beast’s damage die, and “MV” gives the number of feet the creature can move in a single 
round, or double that if it does nothing but move. “ML” is the creature’s Morale score, and “#AP” 
gives the usual number of them to be found, with significantly larger numbers to be found in tribes 
or communities of the creature. “+Skill” gives the bonus that should be applied to any checks the 
creature might make related to activities that such a beast should be good at accomplishing.

Some creatures are given multiple damage entries, such as “1d6 x2”. This means that they are 
allowed two attacks a round, to be delivered at the same or different targets within reach. Some are 
listed as “Wpn”, meaning they use the damage die of the weapon they wield, most often 1d6 or 1d8.

parLeying anD reaCtions
Not every encounter with monsters needs to end in a bloodbath, particularly if the “monsters” 

are intelligent beings. A hero who wishes to negotiate with creatures should indicate what kind of 
greeting he’s giving the entities. The GM should then take a moment to decide what the best possible 
outcome of the exchange could be, the worst possible, and the most likely result. Then the GM rolls 
a check, adding the hero’s Charisma modifier and the highest relevant diplomatic Trait. Results of 
16 or more mean the best outcome happens, rolls of 2 or less means the worst outcome happens, 
and rolls near 9 mean the expected result ensues. The higher the roll, the better the outcome.

Best and worst outcomes will depend on the creatures and the diplomatic angle used by the hero. 
Some intelligent creatures will hate humans so much or be so bloodthirsty that there is almost no 
chance of a peaceful parley, but most entities will at least let a stranger talk before deciding whether 
or not to try to murder him. A GM should take care that not every bandit and ruffian is committed 
to relentless violence, or else the hero might just stop trying to negotiate with anything but his 
red-stained blade.

MaKing your own Monsters
You can use the table on the opposite page as a guide for creating your own fell abominations or 

canny villains. Most ordinary humans or foes of similar prowess have only 1 hit die, though veteran 
warriors and hardened reavers may have as many as 3 or 4, and true heroes or divinely-blessed 
warriors might have more still. Supernatural foes can have far more, though most Quickstart heroes 
are advised to beat a quick retreat against foes of 6 or more hit dice, particularly when they arrive in 
groups. Heroes can’t expect to beat every foe they face, and even Conan did his share of running.

The hit bonus of a foe usually equals its hit dice. AC is 7 or 6 for most beasts with sturdy hide or 
modestly-equipped intelligent foes, though those with heavy armor might have an AC as low as 2. 
Damage is normally 1d4 for small claws and teeth, 1d6 for large jaws, and 1d8 or more for extremely 
vicious fangs and claws. Many animals and magical beasts have 2 or even 3 attacks, as might some 
superlatively-skilled human duelist. Morale averages around 8 for well-trained and experienced 
combatants, up to 10 or 11 for dedicated zealots and fanatical cultists. Ordinary beasts and men 
have a skill bonus of +1, while powerful or gifted creatures might have +2, or even +3.

Monsters
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Monsters of the sunset isLes

Monster hD aC +hit DMg Mv ML #ap +sKiLL speCiaL?

Ghoul 2 6 +2 1d3 x3 30’ 12 1d6 +1 Icy claws

Horse, Riding 2 7 +2 1d4 x2 60’ 7 1d6x5 +1

Human

Bandit 1 7 +1 Wpn 30’ 7 1d10 +1

Noble 2 4 +2 Wpn 30’ 9 1 +2

Peasant 1 9 +0 Wpn 30’ 6 2d6 +1

Veteran 1 6 +1 Wpn 30’ 8 1d6 +1

Hungry Ghost 1 7 +1 1d6 or Wpn 30’ 12 1d6 +1

Lizardman 2 6 +2 Wpn+1 30’ 8 2d4 +1 50’ swim

Nagar 5 4 +6 1d8 30’ 9 1 +1 Ash gaze

Nue, Man-Sized 4 6 +4 1d6 x2 30’ 9 1 +1

Ogre 4 5 +4 1d8 or Wpn 30’ 9 1d6 +2 Disguise

Serpent, Giant 5 7 +5 1d8+poison 30’ 8 1 +2 Poisonous

Shou

Bugbear 3 5 +3 Wpn 30’ 9 2d4 +2

Goblin 1 6 +1 Wpn 20’ 7 2d4 +1

Hobgoblin 2 5 +3 Wpn 30’ 11 1d6 +2

Orc 1 6 +1 Wpn 30’ 8 2d5 +1

Witch-Priestess 3 8 +2 Wpn 30’ 9 1 +2 Spellcaster

Siyokoy 2 7 +2 Wpn 20’ 9 2d6 +1 60’ swim

Skeleton 1 7 +1 1d6 or Wpn 30’ 12 3d4 +0

Spider, Giant 4 6 +4 1d6+poison 40’ 12 1d4 +2 Climb wall

Tidespawn

Creeper 1 7 +1 Wpn 20’ 12 2d4 +0

Red Apostle 6 2 +6 1d4 x2 30’ 12 1 +2 Fire breath

Stretched One 1 6 +2 1d4 x2 40’ 12 2 +1 Spine rope

White Chanter 4 7 +4 1d10 30’ 12 1 +1 Droning

Wormwalker 3 5 +3 1d6 x 3 30’ 12 1 +0 Worm

Wolf 2 7 +2 1d6 40’ 8 2d6 +1

Zombie 2 8 +2 1d8 or Wpn 20’ 12 2d4 +0
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Monster DesCriptions
The following entries give details on the creatures listed on the table above. Individual monsters 

might vary greatly, perhaps being stronger or weaker than the entry’s description would suggest.

Ghouls are animate corpses that hunger for human flesh. Well-fed ghouls can seem human and 
are quite rational in getting their meals, while starved ghouls appear to be rotting, ravening husks. 
Their icy talons and teeth freeze the blood of the living. Anyone bitten or clawed must save versus 
difficulty 11 or be paralyzed and helpless for ten minutes.

Horses aren’t common in the Isles, but they aren’t unknown among rich travelers or military scout 
troops. The riding horse described here will fight only to defend itself. Such a mount can be bought 
for 100 gold pieces in most cities or horse-breeding villages.

Humans are among the most common and numerous foes that are apt to face a hero. Ordinary 
bandits are rife in the untamed lands of the west, most equipped with nothing better than hide 
armor and stolen spears. Other human warriors can prove dangerous challenges even to a hero.

Hungry ghosts are the wretched undead remnants of a person denied a decent burial. Such spirits 
sometimes fear the afterlife too much to go on without proper funerary rites, and linger to animate 
their corpses in furious violence against the living. Hungry ghosts vary in their state of decay, though 
most appear only lightly rotted. Some retain some part of their reason, but most are maddened.

Lizardmen are reclusive humanoids who dwell most often in the deep jungles and swamps of 
the Isles. They vary widely in appearance, from scaled, lizardlike humanoids to creatures almost 
indistinguishable from humans save for some subtle mark of scales, fangs, or hairlessness. Lizardmen 
usually shun humans, though they have been known to seek human mates for sinister purposes. 
Some tribes are whipped into fury by “Old Sleepers”, the reawakened priest-lords of some forgotten 
lizardman empire that once ruled the ancient world.

Nagar, or “ash basilisks” are large, lantern-eyed lizards with a lethal gaze. Each round they look 
upon a living victim, the target must save versus difficulty 14 or be parched instantly into cold 
ashes. The nagar can be affected by its reflected gaze, and so it shuns all places with standing water. 

Nue are chimerical beasts that come in many sizes. Each is composed of pieces of other animals, 
all wound together into a mass of furious rage. Nue are murderously violent, but a few powerful 
wizards or trainers can beat them into a semblance of obedience, temporary as it may be.

Ogres are not natural creatures, but the result of a spiritually-corrupted person’s descent into the 
depths of their unholy lusts. Such a person grows 
huge and gross with the marks of their depravity, 
and is eventually forced to flee their former life. 
They are found in small groups in the wilderness, 
seeking to waylay travelers or lure villagers into 
their clutches. In this they are aided by their ability 
to magically assume their former human shape, 
though an ogre’s disguise is instantly dispelled by 
the touch of a child.

Serpents come in many sizes and types, but the 
giant variety is always at least twice as long as a 
man is tall. Their bite is poisonous, and anyone 
bit must save at difficulty 14 or perish in agony.

Shou are the original inhabitants of the Sunset 
Isles, and their hatred for the interloping humans 
is almost as great as their hatred for other Shou 
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tribes. Some tribes are capable of metalworking and agriculture, but they view such pursuits as 
slave-work suitable only for prisoners. Most live by hunting and plunder. Not all Shou tribes are 
utterly inimical toward humans, but any peaceful overtures must be hidden carefully lest those 
involved by destroyed by enraged neighbors among their own kind.

Shou come in three main types. Bugbears are the largest, almost seven feet in height, though 
remarkably quiet and stealthy in their motions. While fearsome warriors, they reproduce slowly 
and are the most “peaceful” of the Shou, as far as that’s worth anything. Orcs are the most common, 
given to strong, muscular builds and a little more height than most humans have. Goblins are smallest 
and nimblest, rarely taller than five feet in height. Hobgoblins are genetic oddities that are birthed 
in batches every few goblin generations, and all have a remarkable, instinctive tactical acumen.

Shou witch-priestesses can be found among all tribes. These sorceresses can hurl bolts of magic 
as an attack, doing 1d8 damage to a target on a hit. They can also cast a single magic-user or cleric 
spell of their choice each day.

Shou all favor tattoos, piercings, ritual scarifications, tooth-sharpening, and other savage adorn-
ments. Many also have unusual skin or hair coloration. Despite this, most Shou would be able to 
pass as very handsome or beautiful humans were they without their markings.

Siyokoy are the hated fish-men of the deep seas who reap coastal villages just as fishermen harvest 
the sea. They drag their prey deep below the waves to devour, though some luckless prisoners are 
bewitched by their sea-sorcerers to survive the trip. These wretches live only to experience the 
hideous attentions of the merciless siyokoy experimenters in air-filled grottoes beneath the sea.

Skeletons are mindless undead animated by the unthinking fragments of a restless soul, too rotted 
to maintain any kind of reason. Skeletons will attack any living creature larger than a rat.

Spiders sometimes grow larger than hunting dogs in the depths of the jungles or deep within the 
hollows of the earth. They can skitter up walls and ceilings as easily as on flat ground, and anyone 
bitten by their dripping mandibles must save versus difficulty 13 or die of the poison in moments.

Tidespawn most often appear in the wake of a Tide Cult. These monstrous abominations are the 
twisted remains of the worshipers, their bodies infested with unnatural energies and warped to the 
service of the Tide. They do not require food and drink, but can remain festering for years in some 
isolated location, waiting to work horrors on any who intrude.

Creepers are among the most common Tidespawn, fashioned of children or small humans. Those 
in melee combat with them are assailed by strange visions and urges, suffering a -1 to hit rolls and 
a +1 penalty to their armor class. Red Apostles burn with an inner fire, sharing it with a blazing 
breath they exhale each round, doing an automatic 1d12 damage die on its target. The Apostles 
retain something like a human intellect, and often serve to direct their crazed subordinates. Stretched 
Ones are long and lanky, though they scramble in hunched ways save when they rear up to use their 
long spine-sinew ropes to attack prey. While they can claw twice if they choose, they may make a 
single spine chain attack that does 1d8 damage. White Chanters drone a dazing, confusing babble of 
terrible whispers and half-understood secrets. Anyone next to them must save versus difficulty 13 or 
become disoriented. Such victims must roll 1d6 each round; on a roll of 1-3 they can do nothing but 
defend themselves until the Chanter moves away from them. Wormwalkers are wretches infested by 
vast colonies of animating worms, helpless prisoners within their own flesh. When a Wormwalker 
steps next to a wounded enemy, a huge worm erupts from it to attack the prey. If it hits, it inflicts 
1d6 damage each round until either a round’s action is spent tearing it away or the victim dies.

Wolves are uncommon outside of the hills and highlands of the Isles, but are a serious threat to 
unwary travelers. Rumors speak of dire wolves, huge beasts infested by malicious spirits.

Zombies are a cruder form of hungry ghost, rotted things too decayed to retain the focus of a 
hungry ghost but still ravenous for human flesh. Inhabited by a base, primal soul, they crave all the 
pleasures of the living, though they can seek them only blindly and without human reason.
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A healthy supply of monsters isn’t enough for an adventure. A hero also needs suitably rich 
treasures to goad their natural avarice. Valiant deeds in defense of some cherished cause are all 
well and good, but what kind of a tale of epic adventure would it be without troves of shining gold 
and gemstones as big as a strong man’s fist? This section provides a number of suitable treasures for 
inclusion in your own adventures. You should feel free to modify the plunder listed in these pages 
to suit your particular adventure, adding distinctive marks and details that are appropriate to the 
plunder’s prior owners.

The example treasures table on 
the opposite page offers a number of 
small, moderate, and great treasures. 
When you need to place some loot, 
roll 1d10 and 2d6. You can read the 
1d10 to see how large the trove is; 
whether it’s worth 1d6 x 10, 100, or 
1,000 gold pieces. 

Then read the 2d6 in order. Thus, 
if you rolled a 2 and a 1, you should 
look at line 21 to see what the loot 
might be. Whatever it is will have 
the value appropriate to its column. 
Such specific treasures can always 
be replaced by coin if needed.

You can use the other two tables on this page to add additional flavor to the loot you roll, deter-
mining what kind of material it’s made out of, what sort of decorations it might have, what container 
it’s kept in, and what kind of gems are involved in the haul. Use them as you see fit.

Naturally, most heroes are going to want to sell the plunder they take. A city merchant will usually 
offer a quarter of its full value to buy it on the spot, or maybe as much as a half if the hero is a good 
haggler. The only way the full price can be gotten is by patiently waiting for an ideal buyer.

Heroes also have a limit on the amount of loot they can haul. As a rough measure, the most they 
can easily carry is 60 pounds, plus 20 for each point of Strength modifier or relevant trait.

treasures

MateriaLs, DeCorations, anD Containers for treasures

D10 Cheap MoDerate CostLy DeCorations Container

1 Brass Brocaded cloth Cloth-of-gold Carved Armoire

2 Bronze Cheap gems Costly gems Embossed Cabinet

3 Copper Crystal Expert carving Enameled Chest

4 Ebony Electrum Famous artist’s Engraved Coffer

5 Finely-dyed cotton Gold-inlaid Gold Gemmed Crate

6 Gilt Ivory Historic relic Inlaid Drawer

7 Glass Marble Jade Painted Hidden hole

8 Mahogany Rich furs Master painting Pierced Loose

9 Painted wood Silk Platinum Polished Satchel

10 Pewter Silver Unearthly material Studded Shelf

geMstones

D10 seMipreCious preCious Most CostLy

1 Agate Amber Black Sapphire

2 Blue Topaz Amethyst Blue Diamond

3 Carnelian Bloodstone Emerald

4 Citrine Chalcedony Imperial Topaz

5 Clear Quartz Coral Jacinth

6 Jasper Green Garnet Purple Topaz

7 Lapis Lazuli Onyx Ruby

8 Malachite Orange Topaz Sapphire

9 Obsidian Rose Quartz Star Ruby

10 Red Garnet White Pearl White Diamond
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exaMpLe treasures

D10 1-7 8-9 0

D66 worth 1D6 x 10 gp worth 1D6 x 100 gp worth 1D6 x 1,000 gp

11 1d6 x 10 gp in loose coins 1d6 x 100 gp in loose coins 1d6 x 1,000 gp in loose coins

12 Battered religious symbol Satchel of rare medicine Jeweled holy relic

13 Partial tea service Elaborate portable shrine Former ruler’s crown

14 Bale of cheap cloth Illuminated manuscript High priest’s golden vestments

15 Gilded or cheaply-jeweled weapon Rich altar vessels Noblewoman’s necklace

16 Serving bowl Fine painted icon Favored odalisque’s prized jewels

21 Bracelet or woman’s bauble Cask of rare liquor Thickly-jeweled ring

22 Bag of rough cheap gems Eldritch lab apparatus Coffer of precious mystical drug

23 Pouch of recreational drug Gemmed musical instrument Huge, storied jewel

24 Vial of perfume Coffer of precious metal Flawless jade statuette

25 Mirror of polished bronze Clothing of adorned silk Carved precious jewel

26 Small figurine Precious metal candelabra Ingots of exotic precious metal

31 Well-brushed poetry scroll Complex body jewelry Tome of forbidden wisdom

32 Pouch of coins Bale of precious spice Portrait by a dead master

33 Locket with portrait Exquisite pillow book Deed to valuable property

34 Carved cameo Semiprecious gem cameo Chest of ancient coins

35 Fine table service Inscribed temple offering Ceremonial jeweled weapon

36 Beautiful lamp Bolt of patterned silk Regalia of a dark cult’s leader

41 Rare book Ingot of silver or gold Book with rich blackmail matter

42 Satchel of costly spice Coffer of rare ancient coins Mirror of gems and polished gold

43 Bottle of fine liquor Necklace of metal and gems Magical toy of gems and gold

44 Fine glassware Relic of the pre-Tide world Sculpture done in precious matter

45 Necklace of cheap gems Heavy metal bracelet Jeweled icon of a god

46 Gilded headdress Anklet of precious metal Massive piece of jewelry

51 Fine gold-tooled boots Tome of ancient lore Royal raiment fit for great pomp

52 Pot of rare pigment Fine-wrought tomb goods Stack of gold sycee ingots

53 Ingot of valuable metal Melted mass of gold and silver Precious occult study implement

54 Bottle of alchemical liquid Gemmed silver mirror Book of a master’s lost poems

55 Cloth dyed in rare hue Thick ring of precious metal Fabulous prehuman jewelry

56 Spools of silken thread Vessels of semiprecious stone Gemmed icon to dark powers

61 A rare local delicacy Tools of dark sorcery Coffer filled with precious gems

62 A magical potion A magical potion A magical potion

63 A magical potion A magical potion A magical scroll

64 A magical potion A magical scroll A magical weapon, armor, or item

65 A magical scroll A magical weapon, armor, or item A magical weapon, armor, or item

66 A magical weapon, armor, or item A magical weapon, armor, or item A magical weapon, armor, or item
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MagiC iteMs
Heroes occasionally find rare and precious artifacts of magical power. A skilled wizard or herbalist 

can brew one of the potions below for 500 gp, and a magic-user can pen a magical scroll of a spell 
for 250 gp. Greater items are too difficult to make for them to be found on the open market, and 
they are likewise usually too hard to sell for coin without drawing the wrong sort of interest.

Most magic items provide at least a hint of their nature- the potions are in glyphed bottles, the 
scrolls are kept in ivory scroll-tubes, the magic weapons are inlaid with portentous runes, and so 
forth. Even so, the only way to identify an item’s exact function is usually to experiment with it. Those 
with the right sagely knowledge can also make an appropriate trait check at a difficulty of around 11. 

Magic scrolls contain a prepared magic-user or cleric spell that can be invoked by spending an 
action reading the scroll. Wizards can also copy magic-user spells from a scroll into their spellbook 
for a cost of 100 gp. Triggering or scribing the scroll destroys it, and only characters of the correct 
class can use the scroll.

Magic potions are most commonly potions of healing, which cure damage as if a “reversed” 1d6+1 
damage die; thus 1 point on a roll of 2-5 and 2 points on a roll of 6-7. Potions of ironhide improve 
the drinker’s AC to 3 for 1d6 hours, or add a -1 AC bonus if the user’s AC is already better. Elixirs of 
invisibility render the drinker unseen for 1d6 x 10 minutes, though any violent actions or spellcasting 
will break the spell. Sovereign antidote cures any poison and renders the drinker immune to toxins 
for an hour, even bringing back a dead victim so long as it is applied within five minutes. Poison, 
conversely, forces a saving throw at difficulty 14 or instant kills any drinker. It can be applied to a 
weapon or splashed on target for the same result, though the venom wears away after a single hit.

Magic weapons come in every variety, from daggers to swords to bows to bardiches. Most magic 
weapons have a +1 bonus, applying it to both the hit and damage roll. Thus, a longsword +1 would 
add +1 to the attacker’s hit roll and roll a 1d8+1 damage die on a hit. Magical weapons meant for 
throwing will always return to a hurler’s hand after every attack. A very few magic weapons are 
actually cursed, appearing to be valuable artifacts until the first time they are used in life-or-death 
battle. Such cursed weapons force the wielder to roll twice for all attack and damage rolls, taking 
the worst roll of each. Only a powerful priest or wizard can lift such curses and allow the wielder to 
discard the blade, though some special quests might work as well.

Magic armor also appears in every kind, though Quickstart treasures don’t include magical shields. 
Like weapons, magic armor has a “plus” value, most often +1. This improves the armor’s base AC by 
the value of the bonus. Thus, leather armor +1 grants an AC of 6. Cursed armor cannot be removed 
until the curse is lifted. Cursed armor grants no protection at all to the wearer.

Other magic items exist, such as rings, bracers, boots, necklaces, and mundane items enchanted 
to serve special purposes. These miscellaneous items may perform any kind of wonder, though the 
most powerful are usually owned by equally powerful possessors.
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